Tarr Moves To Princeton; Venderbush New President

By BONNIE BRYANT and NANCY KAPLAN

The resignation of Curtis W. Tarr, president of the university, was accepted by the board of trustees of Lawrence University at a special meeting held here March 21, in the Colman lounge. At the same meeting it was announced that Kenneth R. Venderbush will be the new president. In his letter of resignation, Tarr explained that he had been given "an unusually fine intellectual opportunity in being invited to join the administration of Princeton university as its president."

The Lawrence public relations office will release this information to the national news media tomorrow.

Tarr's resignation was effective immediately. He is at present residing in the holiday Inn outside of Princeton, New Jersey, while the residence houses on both campuses are being vacated. The Lawrence residence Tarr last week in New Jersey to obtain a statement. Tarr expressed his gratitude for the meaningful experiences he has encountered at Lawrence and simultaneously regretted his relative ignorance here at Lawrence.

Venderbush, who is a lecturer in science, in speech, received his B.A. from Gates M. College and M. A. from Wayne State University, and has been at Lawrence since 1961. Over the telephone Venderbush discussed his plans for the future. To fill the position vacated by Tarr, Herbert K. Tysen, associate professor of physics, will move into the dean's office and retire as chairman of the physics program. He cited as examples pending business such as the foreign study program, decision on the 3-3 system, dress, car and drinking regulations, and growth of the school's physical plant.

When questioned about his plans for Princeton, Tarr mentioned that he hoped to arouse interest in closer student-faculty relations, via such means as a president's committee and support for the student Encampment which, he feels, are so beneficial to better understanding throughout the university.

Tarr added parenthetically, "If I first came to Lawrence I was of course aware that it was known as the college of presidents; but frankly, I never thought it would happen to me. I would think Mr. Venderbush will be in five years."

Mrs. Tarr is remaining in Appleton. Mr. Tarr is in New Jersey.
On Purging the Cultural Broom, or, Sweeping Change Seen in Theatre

by NEIL HILLER

The ANGELS have their aspirations, those poor devils who are so serendipitously interested in the theatre have their aspirations, too. But now the ANGELS have made it a matter of their own. There is something in the ANGELS, something in the ANGELS which makes them wish to change, to make some change, to make a difference. And that is why the ANGELS have made it their business to change, to make some change, to make a difference.
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